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Hemingway: The Adventurer





Hemingway: The Adventurer Montegrappa’s kinship with Ernest Hemingway extends 
back to 1918, when the young writer ’s service with the 
American Red Cross saw him stationed on the same estate 
as our historic factory. The final Battle of Monte Grappa 
proved a formative experience for Hemingway, as it did 
for Bassano – home to Italy’s first fountain pen makers.

History will forever preserve Hemingway’s bonds with 
our hometown, just as his integrity and intrepid lifestyle 
remain enshrined in our spirit.



FEATURES
Limited Edition

NIB:

MATERIALS:

GRADES:

FILLING SYSTEM:

MODES:

Fountain Pen

Rollerball Pen

TRIMS:

FOUNTAIN PEN 
WITH 18K NIB

FOUNTAIN PEN 
WITH 14K FLEX NIB

ROLLERBALL
PEN

18K - Extra Fine, Fine, Medium, Broad,
 Double Broad, Stub 1.1

14K Flex - Extra Fine, Fine

Sterling Silver, Bamboo Black celluloid

14K Flex, 18K Gold

Piston

Sterling Silver



DIMENSIONS:

DIAMETER

WEIGHT approximately 80 g approximately 85 g

LENGTH (Closed) 140 mm 140 mm

15,5 mm 15,5 mm

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

ISICH_XAISICH_SA ISICHRSA



Since 2016, Montegrappa has worked with the 
Hemingway family to explore the many layers 
of the legendary writer ’s celebrated life. 
As one of the 20th century’s most enduring 
authors, few items come closer to the essence 
of Hemingway’s greatness than a pen.

Now we revisit this long association with the 
release of a muscular new writing instrument. 
The limited-edition Hemingway: The Adventurer 
honours a key chapter of the Nobel Laureate’s life. 
His accounts of his travels in Africa are the stuff of 
legend – and provided the foundations for modern 
ideals of safari adventure.

The Adventurer carries forward the proportions 
and all-metal exterior of the Hemingway Traveller 
(2017), but has been reengineered to carry 
Montegrappa’s top-shelf,  piston-fill  mechanism.

An all-sterling silver casing is detailed end-to-end 
in African iconography, recalling Hemingway’s 
1935 non-fiction work, The Green Hills of Africa. 
Cap and barrel segments have been micro-milled 
to blend tribal patterns with majestic motifs of 
African wildlife. 

Edition numbering elaborates on the format of 
earlier releases under the Montegrappa Hemingway 
imprint. 100 18K gold nib fountain pens and 100 
rollerballs are complemented with an additional 
200 pieces in a new 14K gold flex nib variant: 100 
Fine and 100 Extra-fine.

Hemingway: The Adventurer 



PACKAGING
IKHGAS00

WEIGHT:

DEPTH:

400 g

150 mm

WIDTH:
220 mm

HEIGHT:
40 mm



SELLING POINTS

Hemingway’s experiences of the Monte Grappa region 
were life-forming and inspired narratives for A Farewell 
to Arms, among other works. His links to Bassano del 

Grappa are legendary. 

Special packaging reprises the format of earlier imprint 
releases, using a journal-themed case, accompanied by a 

complementary deluxe Hemingway travel notebook.

Nearly six decades since his death in 1961, Ernest 
Hemingway remains a literary icon and a larger-than-life 
figure – deeply intertwined with adventure and romantic 

notions of travel.

Earlier editions under the Hemingway imprint have 
explored other layers of Hemingway’s outsized life: 
Soldier, Writer (both 2106), Fisherman, Traveller (2017) 

and Novel (2018).
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